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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let J [0, rc] x R + R be a given function satisfying Caratheodory’s con- 
ditions and h: [0, rc] + R be a given function in L’[O, rr]. The boundary 
value problem 
u”(X) + u(x) +f(x, u(x)) = h(x), XE co, xl 
(1.1) 
u(0) = U(7c) = 0 
has been recently studied by Mawhin, Ward and Willem [9] when f(x, .) 
is nondecreasing for each x E [0, rr], h(x) = 0 under a condition on 
W, u) = j;r .0x, 0) d u and they give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the solvability of (1.1). Problem (1.1) was studied by Fucik [3], Schechter, 
Shapiro, and Snow [lo], Cesari and Kannan [2], and Ahmad [ 11, who 
considered the existence of a solution of (1.1) when f(x, ~)=g(u)--h(x) 
with h E L*[O, rr], g is continuous nondecreasing, and 
I&T(u)1 G Cl + c2 142 UER (1.2) 
for some C, 2 0 and C, > 0. In [3], the existence of a solution of (1.1) is 
obtained when h(x) E 0, under the supplementary conditions that 
g(u) is nondecreasing on R! 
(1.3) 
g( -u) = -g(u), lim g(u) = co u-m 
and 
C, < 0.0962. 
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These supplementary conditions were weakened by Cesari and Kannan 
PI to 
and 
limsup - = g(u) c 2 
IUJ - r u 
(1.4) 
c, < 0.443. (1.5) 
Noticing that the first two eigenvalues of the linear eigenvalue problem 
-u”-u=iu, u(O)=u(z)=O are A,=0 and I.,=3 with AZ--;l,=3, 
Ahmad [ 1 ] obtained the existence of a solution for (1.1) when h E L’[O, rr] 
with 
g*(-co) ln sinxdx<JbI h(x)sinxd,u<g*(co) sz sinxdx, (1.6) 
II 0 
where g*(-oo)=limsup,, .,g(u), g*(~)=liminf,,+,g(u) and g 
satisfied (1.2) with 
o<c,<3. (1.7) 
The condition on F(x, U) = s;;f(x, v) dv imposed by Mawhin et al. in [9] 
is implied by (1.2), (1.7) in the special case f(x, U) =g(u) - h(x). We 
observe that a necessary condition for the solvability of (1.1 ), in view of the 
Fredholm alternative, is 
I n h(x) sin x dx = 0. 0 (1.8) 
Now, the necessary and sufficient condition on f(x, U) when h(x) - 0 given 
by Mawhin et al. [9] reduces to (1.8) in the special case of f(x, U) = 
g(u) - h(x), 0) E L2C0, xl. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the existence of a solution for (1.1) 
when h(x) E L’[O, n] satisfying (1.8) and f( x, U) satisfies the supplementary 
conditions 
f(x, u)u30 for uE[w (1.9) 
and there is a constant fla0 such that 
limsup’(X’=fl<3 
/ul - r* 2.4 
(1.10) 
uniformly for x E [0, rc]. 
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We also study the boundary value problem 
-u”-z4++(x, u)=h(x) 
u(0) = U(7t) = 0 
(1.11) 
and obtain the existence of a solution of (1.11) under (1.8) and (1.9). 
Our method uses the version of the Leray-Schauder continuation 
theorem as given by Mawhin in [6-81 and is different from the method of 
Mawhin et al. [9], which is variational, and which makes essential use of 
the assumption that f(x, .) is nondecreasing for each x in [0, n]. The 
estimates used here are similar to those in [4]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let X, Y denote the Banach spaces X= C[O, rc] and Y= L’[O, n] with 
their usual norms and let H denote the Hilbert space L2[0, n]. Let Y, be 
the subspace of Y spanned by the function sin x, i.e., 
Y,= {UE Y 1 u(x)=asinx a.e. for some cr~lw}, (2.1) 
and let Y, be the subspace of Y such that Y = Y, @ Y,. We note that for 
24E Y we can write 
u(x) = u(x) - 1 ( u(t) sin t dr) sin x + (i ji u(t) sin t dt) sin x, (2.2) 
XE [0, rr]. We define the canonical projection operators P: Y -+ Y,, 
Q: Y+ Y, by 
P(u)=u(x)- zjfu(r)sinrdt)sinx 
( 
Q(u) = (z j: u(t) sin t dl) sin x 
(2.3) 
for u E Y. Clearly, Q = I- P, where Z denotes the identity mapping on Y, 
and the projections P and Q are continuous. Now let X2 = Xn Y,. Clearly 
X2 is a closed subspace of X. Let X, be the closed subspace of X such that 
X = X, 0 X,. We note that Z’(X) c Xi, Q(X) c X2 and the projections 
P 1 X: X + X, and Q 1 X: X + X, are continuous. Similarly, we obtain 
H=H,@H, and the continuous projections PIH:H+H,, 
Q 1 H: H + H,. In the following, X, Y, H, P, Q, etc., will refer to the 
Banach spaces, Hilbert space, and the projections as defined above and we 
shall not distinguish between P, P 1 X, P 1 H (resp. Q, Q ( X, Q ( H) and 
depend on the context for the proper meaning. 
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Also for u E X, v E Y let (u, v) = J; u(x) v(x) dx denote the duality pairing 
between X and Y. We note that for UE X, v E Y so that u = Pu + Qu, 
v = PO + Qv, we have 
(u, 0) = CPU, Pv) + (Qu, Qv,. (2.4) 
Define a linear operator L: D(L) c X-+ Y by setting 
D(L) = (2s x 1 U’(t)EAC[O, 7r], u(0) = u(n)=O} (2.5) 
and for u E D(L) 
Lu = -24” - u. (2.6) 
(Here AC[O, TT] denotes the space of real valued absolutely continuous 
functions on [0, n].) Now, for u E D(L) we have 
(LU, u)= -6 z/u- jon u2= j; (u’)‘- jon u2dxa0 (2.7) 
in view of Wirtinger’s inquality. 
Let now, for hE Y,, i.e., h E L’(0, rr) such that j; h(x) sin x dx= 0, Kh 
denote the unique solution of the problem 
-u”(x) -u(x) = h(x) 
u(0) = u(71) = 0 
such that s; U(X) sin x dx = 0. It is immediate that K: Y, + X, is a bounded 
linear mapping such that for 
UE Y, KP(u)ED(L), 
LKP(u) = P(u) and W’(u), P(u)) 2 0. 
(2.8) 
Also we see, using Fourier series and Parseval inequality, for u E H, (i.e., 
u E L2[0, n] with f; u(x) sin x dx = 0), that 
(Ku, u) d f Ilullz, (2.9) 
with equality if and only if u has the form 
u(x) = tl sin 2x 
for some CI E R. 
DEFINITION 2.1. f: [0, n] x R’ x E-3 satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions 
for L’[O, rc] (resp. L2[0, n]) if f(x, .) is continuous for a.e. XE [0, rc], 
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f( . , U) is measurable on [0, n] for each u E R, and for each r E R there is a 
function a,(x) E L’[O, n] (resp. L2[0, z]) such that If(x, u)\ d U,(X) 
whenever 1~1 6 r. 
Let f: [0, n] x R + R be given and N: X4 Y be the nonlinear mapping 
defined by 
(Nu)(x) =f(x, u(x)), XECO,~l (2.10) 
for UEX. 
For ME Y= L’[O, rc] with 1; h( ) x sin x dx = 0, the boundary value 
problem 
-u”-u+f(x,u)=h(x), xEl3,~l 
u(0) = U(7r) = 0 
(2.11) 
now reduces to the functional equation 
Lu+Nu=h (2.12) 
in X with a given h E Y, 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f: [0, TC] x R + K! satisfy Caratheodory’s conditions 
for L’[O, n] and 
f(x,u)u>O for xE[O,7c], uE[W. 
Then, for each h E Y = L’[O, rc] with j$ h(t) sin t dt = 0, the boundary value 
problem 
-u”-u+f(x, u)=h(x), x in [O,rr] 
u(0) = u(n) = 0 
(2.13) 
has at least one solution u in X= C[O, rc]. 
Proof: In the following X, Y, X,, X2, Y,, Y,, L, K, P, Q, N will be as 
defined above from the beginning of this section to just before the 
statement of Theorem 2.2. 
As noted above, the boundary value problem (2.13) reduces to the 
functional equation 
Lu+ Nu=h (2.14) 
in X with h E Y,. Now to solve the functional equation (2.14) it suffices to 
solve the system of equations 
Pu+KPNu=h,, 
QNu = 0, 
(2.15) 
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UEX, h,=Kh (note that since hi Yi, Ph=h, Qh=O). Indeed, if uEXis a 
solution of (2.15) then u E D(L) and 
LPu -I- LKPNu = Lu + PNu = Lh, = h, 
QNu = 0, 
which gives on adding that Lu + Nu = h. 
Now, (2.15) is clearly equivalent to the single equation 
Pu+QNu+KPNu=h,, (2.16) 
which has the form of a compact perturbation of the Fredholm operator P 
of index zero. We can therefore apply the version given in [6, Theorem 1 
and Corollary 11, [7, Theorem IV.41, or [S] of the Leray-Schauder con- 
tinuation theorem, which ensures the existence of a solution for (2.16) if the 
set of solutions of the family of equations 
Pu+(l -;1)Qu+lrQNu+AKPNu=l.h,, (2.17) 
A E 10, 1 [, is a priori bounded independently of i. Notice that (2.17) is then 
equivalent to the system of equations 
Pu + AKPNu = 3.h , 
(2.18) 
(I-,l)Qu+AQNu=O. 
If ui. E X is a solution of (2.18) for A E 10, l[ then ui. E D(L) and 
(Pu,, PNu,)+I(KPNu,, PNu,) =I(h,, PNu,) 
(1 -l)(Quj., QNui)+i(QNu>., QNuj.)=O. 
Consequently, we have using (2.8) that 
(PUj.9 PNu,) 6 A(hlt f’Nuj.) 
(2.19) 
Next it is easy to prove from our assumptions on f that for every k E R, 
k 20, there is a constant C(k)>O, such that 
(Nu,u)>k IlWy-C(k), UE Y. (2.20) 
Using now (2.20) and (2.19) we see that for each ke R, k 20, there is a 
constant C(k) 2 0, such that 
k IINu,II y- C(k) 6 (Nu,, ui.1 G 4h,, f’Nuj.1 
G lIh,llx IIf’Nu,II y 
< Co Ilh, Ilx IWA y, 
where C,aO is such that IlPull ,,d C, IIu/I y. 
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Thus, 
Also we obtain from the first equation in (2.18) that 
(2.21) 
II~~lllX6 lIKPN,ll*+ IlhlllX 
6 ll~ll IIP~~lll Y + llhlll, 
G cO llell IINuJ Y+ llhIllX* (2.22) 
Taking k > Co Ilh II x, we see from (2.21) and (2.22) that there is a constant 
C > 0 independent of I in 10, l[ such that 
IINUi.ll Y G c, ll~~,ll*d c, AE IO, 1c, (2.23) 
It only remains to prove that there is a constant C,, independent of 
1, E 10, l[ such that II QuJ x < Cl, ,J E 10, 1 [. Let us suppose, on the other 
hand, that the set 
{ )I QuJ x: I E 10, 1 [ } is unbounded. 
We now have from the first equation in (2.18) that 
LPu;. + iLKPNu>~ = ALh, , 
i.e., 
(2.24) 
LPuA + APNu, = %h 
so that 
lILPu,lI y< 2 IIPNu,II y+ J. llhll Y 
< IIPNuill r+ llhll Y 
d Co IINu,ll r+ llhll rd C, 
for 2~10, l[, where C,=C,C+ llhlly. 
Since now 
LPUA = -(Pu,)” - PM,, 
(I Pu,ll x < C, and u,(O) = ul(rc) = 0, we see easily that II(Pu,)“(l y is bounded 
independently of A and accordingly there is a constant C2 > 0, independent 
of 2 E 10, 11 such that 
II (Pun)‘ll x G c-2. 
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We next use the well-known estimate (see, e.g., estimate (16) of [9]) 
4x1 
l-l q, y, b’(s)l sinx FE ,K 
for VEX, u(O)= u(rc)=O to get 
I(Pu,)(x)l <i C2 sin x for x E [0, rr], L E 10, l[. (2.25) 
Now by (2.24) we see that there is a sequence {A,}, A,, E 10, l[, such that 
as n -+ cc. We may now assume that 
s 
rr 
un,(t) sin t + co (2.26) 
0 
as n + co, so that there is an no such that 
I 
n n2 
uJt) sin r dzbq C2 for n bn,. (2.27) 
0 
So, for n B no, x E [0, rr] we have, using (2.25), (2.27), that 
UI,(X) = Qu>.n(x) + Pui.,(x) 
2 77 =- 
(.r 7.l 0 
uin( t) sin t dt 
> 
sin x + Pu,Jx) 
2 ?t2 
>7c.Q C,sinx-5 C,sinxaO. 
Since now f(x, V) u 3 0 for x E [0, ~1, u E R, we have f(x, u).,(x)) > 0 for 
nan,, XE [0, rc] and 
(QNu,n, Qu,,) 2 0 for n>n,. 
It then follows from the second equation in (2.18) that 
(1 - MQu2n, QuJ = Cl- A) .i (j: ul,(f) sin t df)’ GO 
for n>n,, a contradiction. Similarly, assuming J; ul,( t) sin t dt -+ -co 
leads to a contradiction. Thus the set { 1) Qu,ll X: A E 10, 1 [ } is bounded by a 
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constant independent of 1, E 10, 1 [. We have, accordingly, proved that the 
set of solutions of the system of equations (2.18) is bounded independently 
of 3, E 10, 1 [ and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 2.3. It was remarked by Mawhin et al. in [9] that solvability 
of (2.13) can be obtained by a simple upper and lower solution argument 
like in Kazdan and Warner [S] when .f‘(x, .) is nondecreasing for each x in 
[0, rr] and h(x) = 0. The upper and lower solution argument makes essen- 
tial use of the assumption that f(x, .) is nondecreasing and does not apply 
to the situation of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f: [0, n] x R + R satisfy Caratheodory’s conditions 
for L2[0, 7.~1 and 
(i) f(x,u)u~OforxE[O,n], UE[W, 
(ii) there is a constant fla 0 such that 
limsupf(X’=p<3 
Iu( - 7I 24 
uniformly for x E [0, n]. 
Then, for each h E Y= L’[O, n] with si h(t) sin t dt = 0, the boundary 
value problem 
u” + u + f(x, u) = h(x), x in [0,x] 
u(0) = u(n) = 0 
(2.28) 
has at least one solution u in X= C[O, rc]. 
Proof Let us set z = -L and R = -K, where L: D(L) c X --, Y is the 
linear operator defined by (2.5), (2.6) and K: Y1 --t X, is the bounded linear 
mapping as in (2.8), (2.9). Accordingly, we have for 
u E Y, kP(u) E D(L), EEP( u) = P(u), (2.29) 
and for UEH~, 
(& u) 3 -f Ilull:,. (2.30) 
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, the boundary value problem (2.28) 
reduces to 
Eu+Nu=h 
in X with h E Y, and it suffices to show that the set of solutions of the 
system of equations 
Pu+U?PNu=Ah,, 
(l-A)Qu+AQNu=O, 
(2.31) 
where h, = Eh, is a priori bounded in X independently of 3, E 10, 1 [. 
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Let now ui E X be a solution of (2.31) for 1, E 10, 1 [. Then, we obtain, as 
in Theorem 2.1, 
(Pu,, PNu,)+ l(KPNu,, PNu,)= A(/+,, PNu,) 
(1 -J-)(Quj., QNu,t) + J(QNu.9 QNuj.)=O 
and, hence, we get using (2.30) 
(Pu,,PNu,)-f (/PNu;,((2,d~(h,,PNu;.) 
(Qu,, QNu,) G 0. 
(2.32) 
Since now lim suplU, _ (l;l (f(x, 24)/u) = /? < 3 uniformly in x E [0, 711, we see, 
choosing E > 0 such that p + E < 3, that there is a constant C(E) > 0 such 
that 
(2.33) 
for UE H. We next have from (2.32), (2.33) that 
L llNu~ll~- C(E) G (Nu,, uA) Si lIPNu>.Il?, + Ilh,ll, llPNu,tll Y 
B+E 
G; IlNu~llL+ Co IlhJx IINu,ll Y. 
Consequently, 
--- ~IW:,&/~I Ilh,llx lWill,+C(~) 
so that there is a constant C > 0, independent of 1 G 10, 1 [, such that 
/lNu>.ll H G C. (2.34) 
Also we obtain from the first equation in (2.31) that 
IlP~,ll,d II~~~~AIlx+ llhlll, 
d IlRll IIf’Nu,II y + IV, I/x 
+k IIRII llNu,ll,+ llhlll, 
~&Co IIRII c+ lIh,ll.=C,. 
The boundedness of { llQ~,il,: 1 E JO, 1 [ } now follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 above. 
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Thus, we have shown that the set of solutions of (2.31) is, a priori, 
bounded in X independently of 2 E 10, l[ and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
Remark 2.5. As an example we mention the boundary value problem 
u”+u+ 
u 
iT7=cosx~ 
xEIIO,nl 
u(0) = u( 7r) = 0. 
It is clear that the results of [l-3, 7, lo] do not apply to this example, 
since g(u) = u/( 1 + u2) is not nondecreasing and g*( - co) = g*(co) = 0. On 
the other hand, existence of a solution for (2.35) is immediate from 
Theorem 2.4. 
Remark 2.6. The proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 can be easily adapted 
to the case when f(x, ) is nondecreasing for each x in [0, z] and satisfies 
the necessary and sufficient condition imposed in [9]. In this way our 
theorems provide a nonvariational proof for the results of [9]. 
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